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ABSTRACT

This paper presents methods to improve the probability density es-
timation in hidden Markov models for phoneme recognition by ex-
ploiting the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm. The advantage
of using the SOM is based on the created approximative topology
between the mixture densities by training the Gaussian mean vec-
tors used as the kernel centers by the SOM algorithm. The topology
makes the neighboring mixtures to respond strongly for the same
inputs and so most of the nearest mixtures used to approximate
the current observation probability will be found in the topolog-
ical neighborhood of the "winner" mixture. Also the knowledge
about the previous winners are used to speed up the the search for
the new winners. Tree-search SOMs and segmental SOM training
are studied aiming at faster search and suitability for HMM train-
ing. The framework for the presented experiments includes mel-
cepstrum features and phoneme-wise tied mixture density HMMs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many problems in speech recognition originate from the compli-
cated and overlapping probability densities of the acoustic features
of different phonemes and their internal states. The treatment of
these densities with a satisfactory accuracy requires a huge amount
of parameters either in the form of modelling several output streams
or long feature vectors incorporating several short-time features.

The efforts to decrease the recognizer error rate, in practice, leads
to balancing with the increasing number of parameters so that the
parameters can still be reliably estimated using the available train-
ing database and that the recognizer can operate at an acceptable
speed. A remarkable part of the whole recognition time (clearly
over 50% for the current system) is consumed in the search for the
best-matching mixtures and for larger systems the portion increases
even more. With large mixture density codebooks it is often a suf-
ficient density approximation to compute only a few mixtures (K-
best) closest to the current observation, because the other mixtures
will produce such a low and inaccurate likelihood values that they
have practically no effect on the search for the optimal path [7, 1, 2].

The partial distance computation (i.e. the distance computation is
ordered approximately according to the decreasing variance of the
vector components and stops when the reference distance is ex-

ceeded) used to speed up the winner search for long vectors gains
substantially from an intelligent search order, i. e. starting from
good winner candidates. The mixture density codebooks are here
trained by the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [4] so that the expec-
tations to find theK-best matches are highest in the topological
neighborhood of the best match. The best match is also not likely to
move far away from the neighborhood of the previous best match,
since the spectral feature vectors computed from consecutive speech
samples at short time intervals often resemble each other. Thus, the
suggested search strategy is to start from the neighborhood of the
previous best match and gradually increase the search area towards
the direction of the improving matches using the SOM topology.
Similar SOM properties has been utilized, e. g. in speech cod-
ing [10]. To catch larger feature changes a full search is performed
at regular time intervals allowing still significant time savings by
increasing the interval at the expense of higher degree of the ap-
proximation. A related search technique was used to speed up the
training of a large SOM in [5] when the best-matching unit for each
recycled training sample was approximated by the corresponding
best-match on the previous training epoch.

Another way to reduce the search area is to cluster the Gaussians af-
ter the training and using the obtained cluster centers to determine
the exact search area [2]. This can also be doneduring the train-
ing by organizing the Gaussians initially into a tree structure and
maintaining the topological ordering in the structure by training the
models with the Tree-search SOM [6].

The phoneme models in the current system are phoneme-wise tied
mixture density HMMs (MDHMMs) [8], where the states of the
same phoneme use the same set (codebook) of Gaussian mixtures,
but each state has an unique set mixture weights. Since the search
for best matching mixture densities is performed for each phoneme
codebook at each time step, it is natural that only a fraction of the
codebooks will produce large likelihoods, i. e. small quantization
errors, at a time. The states using distant density codebooks will get
insignificant likelihoods and thus very low probability to be chosen
to the optimal path. The actual values of their density functions will
not then be important and they can be sufficiently approximated by,
for example, using the mixtures in the neighborhood of previous
best matches saving a lot of computations. One criterion to deter-
mine, which codebook could be roughly approximated and which
not, is presented in this paper.



2. SOM FOR MDHMMS

2.1. Normal SOM

The SOM is vector quantization algorithm to project a continuous
high dimensional multivariate probability functionp(x) into a finite
set of vectors in a low dimensional grid maintaining the input space
topology. Each samplex from p(x) will be mapped to the nearest
vector of the finite set (codebook) fmig

N
i=1.

The codebook is trained iteratively by presenting input samples in
a random order one at a time and adjusting the nearest codebook
vectormc (best-matching unit, bmu) and its neighbors closer tox:

mi(t+ 1) =mi(t) + hci(t)[x(t)�mi(t)] ; (1)

wheret = 0; 1; � � � is a discrete time index. The functionhci(t)
determines theneighborhoodaround the bmu and it's value can be,
for example, thelearning rate�(t) 2 (0; 1), if the array distance
betweenmi andmc is smaller thanneighborhood radiusr(t) and
0 otherwise [4].�(t) andr(t) are gradually decreased ast is in-
creased to obtain the desired convergence.

The learning rule (1) minimizes the expectedquantization errorus-
ing the Euclidean distance

E =

Z
jjx�mcjj

2
p(x)dx ; (2)

wheremc is determined by

c = argmin
i
fjjx�mijjg: (3)

2.2. Tree-search SOM

The reduction of the search space to speed up the winner search
in SOM can be performed by training some smaller upper layers
over the main SOM. The layers are constructed in order to facilitate
the tree search, in which only a small upper layer SOM is checked
completely and its winner guides to the essential area in the larger
SOM, where the real bmu is expected to be found [6].

The tree structure gives the computational complexityO(logN) for
the winner search fromN SOM units. In practise, the number of
distance computations isN0 + (L � 1) � S , whereN0 is the size
of the top layer,L the number of layers andS the size of the search
area on the lower SOM layers. Due to the smoothness of the SOM
mapping a largeS improves the accuracy of the winner search by
the expense of more distance computations.

The training of the Tree-search SOM occurs quite like in the normal
SOM, one layer at a time starting from the topmost smallest layer.
The main difference is that the upper layer, which has then already
been trained and fixed, determines the constant size neighborhood
to be trained (child nodes, see Figure 1) for the lower layer.

TheK-best search necessary for HMMs using SOM trained mixture
density codebooks can be applied in the same manner as the winner
search with Tree-search SOM. If the lowest layer search area is too
small to provide all theK mixtures, several rival best-matches from

Figure 1: Two layers of the Tree-search SOM. In this map, each
upper layer unit has a grid of 9 child units.

the upper layer and their associated search ares can be checked.
Another possibility is to gradually increase the neighborhood on
the lower layer towards the direction of the increasing responses,
but the former method worked better here, however.

2.3. Density approximation by SOM

Because the SOM distributes the codebook vectors in order to ap-
proximate the input densityp(x) by minimizing (2), the expected
distance between an observation vectorx and the best-matching
SOM unit is inversely proportional to the approximative density
p̂(x). The using of the SOM for density estimation can be for-
mulated as a Parzen estimator, where each SOM unitmi forms
a Parzen kernel with a Gaussian kernel functioni. To make the
density approximation continuous and increase the accuracy, the
weighted average of the estimates given by the different kernels can
be used as the final density estimate

p̂(x) =

NX
i=1

cii(x) ; (4)

where the sum of the weightsci is one.

The obtained self-organizing reduced kernel density estimate [3]
matches the mixture Gaussian density model of MDHMMs, if the
mean vectors�i and covariance matrices�i of the mixtures [11]
are used as the kernel centersmi and smoothing parametershi [3]
of the Gaussian kernel functionsi, respectively .

2.4. Segmental SOM training

The topology for the mixture density codebooks is obtained by ini-
tializing the mean vectors of the Gaussian mixtures by the reference
vectors from SOM codebooks [8]. The HMM parameter training by
segmental K-means [11] or segmental LVQ3 [9] destroys partly the
smoothness of the hyperplane of the units, but leaves some rough
structure, which preserves the topology in a large scale allowing the
use of the probability approximations in some extent.

However, it is possible to apply the SOM training ideas to the
training of HMMs by intergrating one Batch SOM epoch to each
segmentation-estimation phase of the Viterbi training. The practi-



cal difference to the conventional Viterbi training is the extension
of the density updates to concern also to the parameters of the topo-
logical neighbors of each best-matching mixture. This is hoped to
maintain the finer SOM structure longer in the training of the mix-
ture density HMMs. Anyhow, the neighborhood radiusr(t) must be
decreased to zero for the last batch epochs to allow more flexibility
and accuracy to the phoneme modelling.

For the mixture density HMMs the mixture mean vectors�im and
corresponding mixture weightscim for each statei and its mixtures
m = 1; � � � ;Mi are updated by the observation sequencesOl cor-
responding to each training word using the segmentation (state path
q
l) of the current Batch SOM epoch, are

�̂im =

PL

l=1

PTl

t=1
�
l
t(i;m)Ol

tPL

l=1

PTl

t=1
�
l
t(i;m)

(5)

ĉim =

PL

l=1

PTl

t=1
�
l
t(i;m)PL

l=1

PTl

t=1

PMi

m=1
�
l
t(i;m)

; (6)

whereL is the number of training words,Tl the length of the current
word in frames and indicator function�lt(i;m) = 1 only, if qlt = i

andhcim > 0 (otherwise zero).

For the Tree-search SOMs the segmental SOM training naturally
concerns the lowest layer units, while the upper layers make the
search area reduction and the neighborhood separation similarly as
in the normal (fixed data labeling) Tree-search SOM training.

To improve the discrimination between the phoneme models fine
tuning of the models can be performed by the corrective tuning
based on LVQ2 [7] or the segmental LVQ3 training [9].

3. RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS

The speech material used for the recognition experiments consists
of four repetitions of 350 Finnish words uttered by each of the seven
male speakers. Speaker-dependent phoneme models are trained us-
ing the three first word sets and the last set is left for testing. The
resulting phoneme error rate is the sum of changed, deleted and in-
serted phonemes divided by the correct number of phonemes and
averaged over the seven speakers. The material is taken from the
same database as in [9], but more speakers are used here to better
test the robustness of the proposed density approximation methods.

The feature vectors are 20 short-time mel-cepstrum coefficients
computed in every 8 ms from a 256 point FFTs of partially overlap-
ping Hamming windows concatenated with the energy of the signal.
For better accuracy these simple features could easily be connected
to longer vectors using averaging, concatenation and delta features,
when the presented acceleration methods would be even more cru-
cial, but those experiments are not included in this paper.

In the experiments the mixture density codebooks for each phoneme
are formed from the basis of a SOM trained using the initially seg-
mented training samples of the corresponding phoneme [8]. The
obtained MDHMM is then trained 5 batch epochs with Viterbi train-
ing by the segmental SOM and then additional 5 epochs with zero
neighborhood. Although the substitution of the traditional segmen-
tal K-means or the more efficient segmental LVQ3 [9] training by

the segmental SOM does not directly improve the recognition accu-
racy, the segmental SOM is used to better maintain the SOM topol-
ogy to be able to better investigate the gains from the acceleration
of the probability density estimation.

K-best approximations
TrainK = 5 TrainK = 10

K rate % rate % time distances103

5 7.6 7.3 640 250
10 7.5 7.3 790 270
15 7.5 7.2 920 280

Unordered search Ordered search
K rate % time distances103 time distances103

5 7.3 760 300 640 250
10 7.3 960 300 790 270
15 7.2 1170 310 920 280

Search radius and interval approximations
Radius Interval K rate % time distances103

5 10 5 9.7 480 130
5 8 5 9.3 490 140
5 6 5 8.7 510 160
5 10 10 9.3 600 140
5 8 10 9.0 610 150
5 6 10 8.5 630 160
7 10 5 7.7 580 200
7 8 5 7.7 580 200
7 6 5 7.7 590 200
7 10 10 7.7 700 200
7 8 10 7.7 700 200
7 6 10 7.6 710 210

Rough approximation margins
Margin K rate % time distances103

1 5 8.7 510 160
0.01 5 9.3 490 150
1 10 8.5 630 160
0.01 10 8.9 610 150

Table 1: SOM test results. The average recognition error rate as
defined in the text measures the recognition accuracy. The average
recognition time without the preprocessing per word in ms and the
average number of thousand distance calculations per word are used
to measure the recognition speed. The “Radius” restricts the search
around the previously best mixture and full search is performed only
for frames separated by the “Interval”. The lower the “Margin”, the
more codebooks will be approximated roughly by the previously
K-best mixtures.

The baseline model for the presented acceleration vs. accuracy
comparisons is a MDHMM of 140-mixtures per phoneme, which
is double the size of the current online demonstration system [9].
The goal of the experiments was to figure out, how much the differ-
ent ideas and variables affect to the recognition time and error rate,
in practise. The compared recognition time is the average execution
time per word in milliseconds, and to see the effect in the actual
number of required distance computations, the average number of
thousand distance function calls per word is included. The corre-
sponding error rate and recognition time values for the 70-mixture
system are 8.1% and 360 ms/word.

The first test in Table 1 is to vary theK in theK-best mixture den-
sity approximation. Then the unordered vs. ordered search methods
(used in all other tests) are compared. Next test is for two goodK



values, two suitable radii for the limited search area and three dif-
ferent intervals to perform the full search. The last test in Table
1 is for the rough codebook approximation, when the search area
radius is 5 and the full search interval 6. If the relative distance
marginal is 1, it means that no risks are taken, i.e. after testing the
first mixture�j , the current codebook is classified to the category
of distant codebooks only, ifjjx � �j jj � wj > dr , wheredr
is a reference distance from the best-matching phoneme codebook
so far andwj = maxi jj�j � �ijj the codebook width around�j .
Marginal 0.01 gives a wider condition, wheredr is substituted by
0:01 � dr .

Some Tree-search SOM based MDHMM configurations were also
experimented (see Table 2).

Codebook Kt Kr rate % time distances103

36 + 121 5 5 9.1 420 100
36 + 121 5 10 8.3 610 130
36 + 121 5 15 8.1 810 140
64 + 225 15 15 8.5 1050 210

Table 2: Tree-search SOM test results. “36+121” codebook means
that the upper layer of the phoneme codebook has 36 and the lower
layer 121 mixtures. The mixture weights were trained only for the
lower layer.Kt andKr are theK values used in training and recog-
nition, respectively.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The ideas presented in this paper to speed up the probability density
estimation for the speech recognition with MDHMMs, are based
on the ordering of the mixture densities to reduce the search area
and to be able to apply an intelligent search order to find faster the
best-matching mixtures.

From the tested ideas and variables, theK value decrease in the
K-best mixture approximation from 15 to 5 drops remarkably the
recognition time, but not much the recognition accuracy. When the
search for the currentK-best mixtures of each codebook is ordered
to start from theK-best matches from the previous time step, the ac-
celeration of the search time, when using the partial distance com-
putation, is clear. The widening of the full search interval, seems
to drop the accuracy quite rapidly, if the search area is small, but
the increase of recognition speed is insignificant. Naturally, if the
search area is already large, the full search interval does not affect
much. Both the recognition speed and the error rate seems to be
quite subtle for the reduction of search area, which can then be used
to determine the suitable compromise of speed and quality along
with theK value. The application of the rough approximation for
distant codebooks seems to increase the error rate too much com-
pared to the search acceleration to be a useful method.

The Tree-search SOM based MDHMMs gives some speed improve-
ment, but when considering the resulting increase of the recognition
errors, the training of the models still requires some further study-
ing, especially to gain from the full power of multiple layers and
large codebooks. Also the decrease in the amount of the distance
calculations by the tree search does not directly drop so much the
total amount of computations, because in partial distance computa-
tion applied here, the cost of a distance computation depends also

on the quality of the reference distance, which can be poor for an
insufficiently ordered codebook.

The average recognition error used to compare the experimental re-
sults is computed without any additional error correcting methods or
grammatical rules. The average recognition time per word is mea-
sured in Silicon Graphics Power Challenge server without using the
parallel processing, but because the feature vector computations are
excluded, the times are intended only for the comparison between
the results presented here. The chosen test material is also slightly
different than in [7, 8, 9] so the results are not directly comparable.
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